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ABBYY Products
AI solutions that give time and
money back to your business

Who is ABBYY?
ABBYY is a leading global provider of Intelligent Process Automation (IPA)
solutions.
Global reach
ABBYY has a worldwide presence with
headquarters in the United States and
offices in 15 countries.

Recognized by leading analyst firms

Technology leadership

ABBYY was named a Leader in NelsonHall’s
2021 Process Discovery & Mining NEAT Matrix,
and the number one Intelligent Document
Processing (IDP) provider by three independent
analyst firms.

Extensive technological
leadership in Intellligent
Process Automation with
more than 400 patents and
patent applications.

ABBYY Vantage
Revolutionizing Intelligent Document Processing
ABBYY Vantage applies artificial intelligence (AI) to
understand your documents in a fast and simple way.
Using pre-built document skills, Vantage enables straightthrough document processing by making human-like decisions
about documents, regardless of their structure, size, or
complexity.
The ABBYY Marketplace holds a library of Vantage document,
process, and classification skills for Financial Services,
Transportation & Logistics, Insurance, Finance & Accounting,
and more—with new skills being added every week by ABBYY
and our partner network. Simply show us your document,
select the recommended skill for processing, and use it where it
makes sense with your business platforms—RPA, BPM, IA, ECM.
Vantage is no code, providing citizen developers and enterprises
the ability to accelerate digital transformation projects quickly
and intelligently.
Vantage is built on the most widely used advanced data capture
and natural language processing (NLP) technology in the world,
incorporating AI and the next generation of machine learning.
Enterprises use ABBYY Vantage to...
Automate up to 95% of document processing,
reducing repetitive work and eliminating human error
Increase throughput by up to five times for invoices,
purchase orders, and finance-related documents
Reduce document processing time by 50% or more
Process thousands of pages per day containing
complex fields with up to 99% accuracy
Save millions of dollars and deliver a superior
customer experience

Top features:
Low-code / nocode platform
built for the citizen
developer–drag,
drop, and deploy
Online digital
marketplace
provides users with
access to a catalog
of skills and other
technology assets
to get started
Includes core
cognitive skills
to provide the
foundation for
processing any kind
of document
Measures
and analyzes
performance of
deployed skills
Out-of-the-box
integration with all
leading RPA vendors
Continuous learning
to improve skill
accuracy

ABBYY Timeline
Discover the truth about your process flow and
performance
ABBYY Timeline is a cloud-based, AI-driven process
mining platform featuring advanced process
discovery, analysis, monitoring, and task mining.
It uses the latest AI to enable enterprises to automatically build
an interactive digital twin of business processes, revealing
inefficiencies and process bottlenecks. With this insight, they
can apply automation where it will have the greatest impact and
predict future outcomes.
ABBYY Timeline is used by enterprises in many different
industries, maximizing the wealth of data contained in enterprise
systems to help discover patterns and insights that illuminate
paths to better customer experience and new efficiencies.
Enterprises use ABBYY Timeline to...
Save millions of dollars in manual process analysis
while drastically reducing costs associated with
compliance risks
Reduce time to identify opportunities for automation
by 50%
Achieve 85% faster reporting and production planning
time
Reduce cycle time by 30% with process redesign

Top features:
Includes 25+
pre-built process
analysis modules,
including case
analysis, process
query, and
workflow-journey
mapping
Uses task mining
and desktop
recording to help
connect people,
processes, and
content
Accessible in the
cloud 24/7/365
Tailored for the
business user with
no specialized
knowledge
required

The power of collaboration
Together, with our extensive partner network, we help enterprises and organizations gain a
comprehensive understanding of their business processes and the content that fuels them.
ABBYY is a leading provider of Intelligent Document Processing technology in the robotic process
automation (RPA) and wider Intelligent Process Automation market through strategic partnerships and
embedded technology licensing with leading vendors. ABBYY provides solutions and service to onethird of the Forbes 100 companies who are actively deploying RPA. Learn more

Known for our expertise
ABBYY is trusted by 5,000+ customers, including many of the Fortune 500. We have over 30 years of
expertise in the market, serving customers in Financial Services, Insurance, Transportation & Logistics,
Healthcare, Government, Legal, and more.

Trusted by the world’s leading enterprises

If you have additional questions, contact your local ABBYY representative listed under www.abbyy.com/contacts.
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